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Reference: Submission on the Draft West Central District Plan and Towards Our Greater Sydney 2056  

 

Please find enclosed submission from the Royal Agricultural Society of NSW. 

Dear Sir/Madam 

A. Executive Summary 

The Royal Agricultural Society of NSW (RAS) is pleased to be able to provide this submission regarding the 

above referenced subject. 

The RAS is a key stakeholder in Sydney Olympic Park (SOP) and the Greater Parramatta and Olympic Peninsula 

(GPOP) and a strong supporter of the NSW Government’s vision to grow Parramatta into the City’s second CBD 

and SOP into a Lifestyle Super Precinct.  

The Greater Sydney Commission’s (GSC) draft district plan for West Central, and its focus on the growth of 

GPOP is an encouraging indication of where SOP sits in the government’s broader plans for the growth of 

Central Sydney. The RAS also notes the recently exhibited SOPA Master plan 2030 (review) and anticipates 

that the two plans are co-ordinated and seek to prevent the multi-layered planning framework that the GSC 

was designed to overcome.  

Further, the RAS notes that the district plan has been released for comment at a time of significant uncertainty 

around the delivery of the Parramatta Light Rail (PLR) project – both in terms of the final route and timing, 

albeit Government have sought to boost the region with the announcement of the proposed ‘Metro West’. 

Reviewing both the draft district plan and SOPA masterplan with uncertainty presents challenges as it is highly 

likely little meaningful development will occur prior to delivery of PLR and/or West Metro.  

The RAS ‘Vision’ for Sydney Showground 

As the GSC is aware following our recent meetings, the RAS has been developing its ‘vision’ for the Sydney 

Showground site over the last 12 months in response to several key challenges that the organisation is facing 

but also the opportunities created by the anticipated residential growth in the area and the vision of 

Government for the part that SOP can play in providing activation and highly desirable liveable spaces to 



 
support this growth.  The RAS ‘vision’ includes new and upgraded exhibition, plenary and arena facilities, a 

permanent education development inclusive of a permanent Urban Farm, upgrades to Spotless Stadium and 

the relocation of the Sydney Royal Easter Show Carnival to enable revitalisation of the Show and to also 

enable the PLR route and potential development of the P6 car park, the value of which would likely 

significantly increase if Metro West was confirmed through the Park.  

In discussion with SOPA, Department for Trade, Tourism and Major Events and Sport, the Department of 

Primary Industries, Department of Planning, Department of Premier and Cabinet, Transport for NSW, City of 

Parramatta Council and the GSC itself, support has been provided for the plans, of which there are a number 

of key desired outcomes within the context of the RAS being the custodian of Government owned land at 

Sydney Showground: 

• Expansion of the already significant annual contribution ($617 million) of the RAS to the NSW economy 

and agriculture industry for many years to come; 

• Reinvigoration of the Sydney Royal Easter Show, the largest ticketed event in the southern hemisphere 

with annual economic impact to NSW of approximately $250 million; 

• Ensuring ongoing self-sufficiency of the organisation and the continuing and growing annual 

investment of $11 million back into agricultural programs, competitions, education & youth initiatives, 

and rural communities with a vision to grow this contribution with successful development of the site; 

• Securing a second (western) venue for exhibitions and events to complement the new ICC at Darling 

Harbour and minimise interstate and overseas event leakage already evident; 

• 300 key short term accommodation adjoining the exhibition and events centre to maximise 

opportunities for NSW’s second tier events;  

• Permanent activation of the 30 hectare site, through increased business and community events; 

• Increased demand for 182,000 annual bed nights in addition to the existing annual 950,000 created by 

Sydney Showground;  and  

• Improved liveability of the Sydney Olympic Park precinct to support the aspiration for increased 

density.  

Importantly, the RAS ‘vision’ seeks to ensure that Sydney Showground can play a vital role in supporting the 

growth of SOP and its role within GPOP, through providing flexible and more weatherproof spaces intended to 

enable community events on a permanent basis, activating and connecting the site with the broader SOP 

precinct, and provision of permanent facilities for local communities including schools, residents and workers.  

These facilities will support the generation of $505m of economic benefit to the NSW economy and 182,900 

additional out-of-state bed nights per annum, this is in addition to the significant economic contribution 

already made by the RAS.  The plans also align with government objectives in regards to jobs, visitation and 

amenity in the GPOP and Western Sydney.  

As such, it is the view of the RAS that the RAS ‘Vision’ for Sydney Showground cannot be considered in 

isolation of the draft district plan or SOPA Master Plan and it should be integrated into both to optimise 

development, precinct activation outcomes and overall benefit to NSW. Further details on the RAS ‘vision’ for 

Sydney Showground can be found below. 

 

 



 
B. RAS Recommendations: 

1. That the District Plan for West Central include, in full the RAS Sydney Showground ‘Vision’ as a priority 

project to be included as one of the ‘Greater Parramatta Projects’ as detailed in section 3.1 of the draft 

plan. 

2. Opportunities for land use value generation, such as those identified by the RAS, are supported and 

directed to improvements within SOP, notably to support the delivery of the RAS ‘vision’. 

3. That GSC actively assist SOPA to increase density in areas that best support densification, including those 

in close proximity to key public transport routes, retail and community facilities and open space.  Notably, 

this includes around the Olympic Park Station and the site of the current RAS administration facility. 

4. That the GSC acts to provide affected stakeholders with certainty around the timing of delivery of the PLR 

project and the progress of the West Metro project as well as any interdependencies of both projects, 

such as the Olympic Park station.  

5. That GSC allows for further review of its district plan (as it relates to SOP) and the Master Plan for SOPA if 

the delivery of major infrastructure to SOP is significantly altered from current plans. 

C. About the Royal Agricultural Society of NSW 

The Royal Agricultural Society of NSW (RAS) is a truly iconic Australian organisation and has been an influential 

force in the direction and development of Australian agriculture through competitions, education and events 

since its foundation in 1822. In 2022 we celebrate our bicentenary and enter our 3
rd

 century of continued 

operation. 

In its role as an exponent for excellence in agriculture, the Royal Agricultural Society of NSW organises events 

and competitions, acts as a guardian for the state’s agricultural heritage, celebrates Australia’s achievements 

in agriculture and works to promote the viability of rural communities by ensuring that Australia remains a 

thriving and innovative agricultural producer. 

At the heart of the RAS is a not-for-profit commitment to support the development of agriculture in Australia 

whilst creating over $616 million of annual economic contribution for the State of NSW, generated by events 

at Sydney Showground and 1 million hotel bed nights every year. 

 

Revenue generated through the Sydney Showground activity and events such as the Sydney Royal Easter Show 

allows the RAS to invest $11 million back into agricultural programs, competitions, education and youth 

initiatives, and rural communities annually. 

Sydney Royal Easter Show 

The Sydney Royal Easter Show (SRES) is Australia's largest annual ticketed event, attended by approximately 

800-900,000 visitors when Sydney celebrates the vital role that agriculture plays in the health and wealth of 

our nation and applauds the highest achievers in agricultural excellence. Non-stop competitions, a thrilling 

entertainment program featuring international stars and innovative ideas are the highlights of this 14-day 

event. 

Sydney Royal Wine, Dairy & Fine Food Shows 

The Sydney Royal Wine, Dairy & Fine Food competitions showcase the best of Australia's food, wine and dairy 

and where the industries display their finest produce in head-to-head competitions, where a win represents 



 
the highest industry accolade. The award of a ‘Sydney Royal’ medal is a most sought after prize and is a 

significant contributor to product demand both domestically and overseas. 

Sydney Showground 

Sydney Showground is at the heart of Sydney Olympic Park and is operated by the RAS on a long term 99 + 99 

year lease from SOPA.  

Home to the RAS and the SRES, Sydney Showground provides a year-round exhibition and events venue that 

hosts a diverse range of activity, sporting events, corporate functions, conferences and concerts. It is a 

complementary venue to the new International Convention Centre at Darling Harbour catering to the 

domestic event market and is Western Sydney’s number 1 event venue. Sydney Showground is also home to 

the AFL’s Greater Western Sydney Giants and cricket’s Sydney Thunder both playing out of the Sydney 

Showground Stadium otherwise known as Spotless Stadium, Western Sydney’s premier sporting oval. 

RAS Foundation 

The RAS also has a charitable arm of the business, the RAS Foundation (RASF). The RASF aims to build strong, 

vibrant rural communities in NSW through investment in education, training and skills development by 

providing grants and scholarships. The RAS contributes a significant amount annually to the RASF to invest in 

these programs. The RASF also receives donations from individuals, corporates and foundations. 

Australasian Animal Registry 

The Australasian Animal Registry (AAR) is Australia's largest and most comprehensive not-for-profit animal 

registration and recovery service, with a database of over 1,800,000 animals from across Australia and New 

Zealand.  

D. Discussion 

The Sydney Showground Site 

• The RAS has been in discussion with the GSC for the past few months regarding plans to improve the 

Sydney Showground site to ensure the RAS can maintain and replace its facilities as required as a 

responsible long term custodian of government owned land and to respond to the proposed increases 

in site density and activation at Sydney Olympic Park as it seeks to become a Lifestyle Super Precinct.  

• The RAS is thrilled with the GSC vision for the Greater Parramatta and the Olympic Peninsula (GPOP) 

and seeks to activate Sydney Showground through its proposed ‘vision’ to help support the significant 

anticipated residential growth and to ensure SOP can become a true ‘great place’, Western Sydney’s 

Darling Harbour. 

• It is noted that GPOP is intended to be the heart of the ‘developing central city’ that the RAS sees 

Sydney Showground as potentially the heart of a developing SOP. 

• The RAS seeks to be a collaborator with the GSC and SOPA to ensure the best outcomes can be 

achieved for all stakeholders from the upgrade of Sydney Showground to underpin the vision for GPOP 

and support the ambition to make SOP a Lifestyle Super Precinct. 



 

• The upgrade of Sydney Showground responds to Productivity Priority 2, minimising event leakage 

interstate and overseas and complementing the ICC at Darling Harbour, providing appropriate second 

tier facilities while driving hotel requirements through its increased activation and visitation. This 

proposal is consistent with the 2007 Government vision for a 2 precinct policy as advocated by John 

O’Neill AO. It should be noted that the RAS has already lost business recently that was unable to 

secure space at the ICC and as such relocated interstate at a significant opportunity cost to NSW. 

• Residential and activation growth at SOP enables the Parramatta City to focus on its core requirements 

of commercial, administration, education and research and in so doing creating much needed smart 

jobs. 

• Development of Sydney Showground at SOP supports Productivity Priority 5 and Liveability Priority 1 

Action L3 as appropriate destination for increased housing and the GSC 5-10% target for affordable 

housing. In particular student and key worker housing, supporting the growth of the Westmead 

Innovation District and the growth of education in the Parramatta CBD, particularly with the 

connections that would be made by PLR and/or Metro West. 

• The RAS is delighted with the aspiration to ‘Create Great Places’ and the ambition to take advantage of 

the Sydney Olympic Park event activity and the RAS looks forward to working with the GSC to help 

optimise this opportunity to include but not be limited to the arts and cultural opportunities, 

entertainment and community facilities.  

The Importance of Transport 

 

• The significant increase in residential, commercial and retail development intended to densify the 

GPOP will significantly increase year-round site wide activation.  This intent is supported by the RAS, 

however, in absence of major improvements in transport links such as PLR and West Metro, 

densification, if it occurs will do so at the expense of congestion and liveability of the site. Lack of 

access improvements and improved transport particularly through Sydney Olympic Park may impact 

the deliverability and success of the GSC vision for this region. 

• The proposed PLR is a significant boon for the GPOP, however, recent speculation regarding its delivery 

may lead to a reduction in private sector investment and development. The draft district plan is an 

opportunity for GSC to collaborate with Transport for NSW, to commit to and fully detail the proposed 

PLR route. The draft district plan is an opportunity to demonstrate cross-government integration in 

strategy and planning.  

• Certainty around transport would enable the RAS to progress solutions with regards to the ‘re-

organisation’ of Sydney Showground to facilitate PLR, if required, to coincide with the project delivery 

timeline.  

• Certainty is also needed regarding the future of the West Metro connecting Central to Westmead via 

Olympic Park, notably in relation to timeframes currently proposed for PLR.  It must be noted that Light 

Rail and Metro play different roles in terms of transport objectives: PLR is a surface activator, providing 

connectivity to this significant event precinct to surrounding localities and Metro is best suited to mass 

transit, moving large numbers of residents and workers further distances.  The RAS recognises the 

importance and role of both modes and if current plans for SOP, Silverwater, Camellia and Rosehill are 

realised, the RAS believes both solutions will be required.  

• The Sydney Showground ‘vision’ as proposed does not change regardless of PLR implementation 

and/or West Metro. Relocation of the SRES carnival and the resultant opportunity created for 

significant value realisation of the current P6 car park should be pursued under all options.  



 

• Failure to deliver transport infrastructure will lead to little private investment in west central, 

particularly in and around the GPOP and would leave the region in ongoing transport “limbo”.  

The Importance of Health and Education 

• Sydney Olympic Park provides a significant educational opportunity. We understand both Western 

Sydney University and University of NSW are well-advanced in exploring sites for satellite campuses. 

Located in Central Sydney and with direct links via future PLR to both Parramatta CBD and Westmead, 

SOP is an ideal location for a university campus, student accommodation and key worker housing.  This 

is particularly important given densification and rising land values of both Parramatta CBD and 

Westmead. It is our recommendation that the GSC should seek to maximise opportunities for 

education at SOP and the RAS would be pleased to collaborate on agriculture related programs. The 

draft district plan should endorse this opportunity. 

• In addition, SOP as a major part of GPOP is known as Sydney’s number one event destination and, as 

such has a heavy reliance on a casual workforce that could be provided from on-site student 

accommodation whilst also activating the site outside business hours and major event activity, further 

enhancing the ‘liveability’ of the precinct.   

• With residential numbers proposed to increase significantly throughout GPOP and Central to Western 

Sydney, provision must be made for both primary and secondary education and this should be 

endorsed and promoted by the GSC through the district plan.  

GPOP and Sydney Olympic Park as a Destination 

• With the impending delivery of the proposed new Western Sydney Airport, Sydney Olympic Park has 

the opportunity to become Western Sydney’s equivalent of Darling Harbour; a true Western Sydney 

Destination and this could/should be articulated in the district plan. However, this ambition requires 

whole of Government support, it cannot be delivered without the matters above being integrated and 

requires collaborative methods to drive site activation. It should be the collective ambition to ensure 

trips made into Western Sydney Airport domestically and internationally aim to increase activity in 

Western Sydney in particular. 

Thank you for the opportunity to provide this submission, should you require anything further please do not 

hesitate to contact our Head of Property Development, Jonathan Seward. 

Yours faithfully 

 

 
 

Brock Gilmour 

Chief Executive 

 

 

 


